Leitz Eyepiece Revolver
Peter Guidotti, Houston, USA
This short article is just a footnote to Stefano Barone’s excellent Micscape article on the magnification
changer (1), in which he talks about a precursor to this: the eyepiece revolver. Michael Wolfson (2)
continued the thread with further description of the very interesting Messter microscope first mentioned
by Fritz Schulze (3), which incorporated a turret with 3 eyepieces.
I illustrate here an eyepiece revolver marked E. Leitz Wetzlar, which is figured in a Leitz catalog for
1901, archived in the Little-Imp Publications (4):

I have also found it in a later Leitz catalog (5) from1907.
I acquired it with other microscope accessories but show it here on a Leitz microscope also illustrated
in this later catalog.

It is basically a Huygenian eyepiece with a revolving top half. Each of the two top halves contains an
eye lens and diaphragm. The bottom half contains the lower lens, and slips into the microscope tube.
There is a small screw to clamp it in place.
One of the top eye lenses (the shorter) has the notation 4 and, indeed, gives this magnification. The
longer one has nothing legible written on it but appears to be 3x. Since the catalogs don’t go into
details, I don’t know if there were eye lenses of other magnifications available. The catalog sketch
seems to show at least one shorter eye lens than mine, which suggests a higher power.
In practice, I personally do not find this accessory particularly useful: care is needed not to bang your
head or eye against the eye lens waiting in the wing. The later introduction of the magnification
changer was a definite improvement.
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